
HS.Structure and Function 

*The performance expectations marked w ith an asterisk integrate traditional science content w ith engineering through a Practi ce or Disciplinary  C ore Idea.

The section entitled “Disciplinary  C ore Ideas” is reproduced v erbatim from A  F ramework for K -12 Science Education: Practices, C ross-C utting C oncepts, and C ore Ideas.  Integrated 

and reprinted w ith permission from the National A cademy  of Sciences. 

HS.Structure and Function 
Students who demonstrate understanding can: 

HS-LS1-1. Construct an explanation based on evidence for how the structure of DNA determines the structure of proteins, 
which carry out the essential functions of life through systems of specialized cells.  [A ssessment Boundary :  A ssessment does not

include identification of specific cell or tissue ty pes, whole body  sy stems, specific protein structures and functions, or the biochemistry  of protein sy nthesis.] 

HS-LS1-2. Develop and use a model to illustrate the hierarchical organization of interacting systems that provide specific 
functions within multicellular organisms.  [C larification Statement:  Emphasis is on functions at the organism sy stem lev el such as nutrient uptake,

water deliv ery , and organism mov ement in response to neural stimuli. A n example of an interacting sy stem could be an artery  depending on the proper function of 

elastic tissue and smooth muscle to regulate and deliv er the proper amount of blood w ithin the circulatory  sy stem.] [A ssessment Boundary :  A ssessment does not 

include interactions and functions at the molecular or chemical reaction lev el.]  

HS-LS1-3. Plan and conduct an investigation to provide evidence that feedback mechanisms maintain homeostasis.  [C larification

Statement:  Examples of inv estigations could include heart rate response to exercise, stomate response to moisture and temperature, and root dev elopment in 

response to water lev els.] [A ssessment Boundary :  A ssessment does not include the cellular processes inv olv ed in the feedback mechanism.]

The performance expectations abov e were dev eloped using the follow ing elements from the NRC  document A  F ramework for K-12 Science Education:

Science and Engineering Practices 

Developing and Using Models 

Modeling in 9–12 builds on K–8 experiences and progresses to 

using, sy nthesizing, and dev eloping models to predict and show  

relationships among v ariables between sy stems and their 

components in the natural and designed world. 

 Dev elop and use a model based on ev idence to illustrate the

relationships between sy stems or between components of a

sy stem. (HS-LS1-2) 

Planning and Carrying Out Investigations 

Planning and carry ing out in 9-12 builds on K-8 experiences and 

progresses to include inv estigations that prov ide ev idence for and 

test conceptual, mathematical, phy sical, and empirical models. 

 Plan and conduct an inv estigation indiv idually  and

collaborativ ely  to produce data to serv e as the basis for

ev idence, and in the design: decide on ty pes, how  much, and

accuracy  of data needed to produce reliable measurements

and consider limitations on the precision of the data (e.g.,

number of trials, cost, risk, time), and refine the design

accordingly . (HS-LS1-3) 

Constructing Explanations and Designing Solutions 

C onstructing explanations and designing solutions in 9–12 builds 

on K–8 experiences and progresses to explanations and designs 

that are supported by  multiple and independent student-

generated sources of ev idence consistent w ith scientific ideas, 

principles, and theories. 

 C onstruct an explanation based on v alid and reliable ev idence

obtained from a v ariety  of sources (including students’ own

inv estigations, models, theories, simulations, peer rev iew ) and

the assumption that theories and laws that describe the

natural world operate today  as they  did in the past and w ill

continue to do so in the future. (HS -LS1-1) 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

Connections to Nature of Science  

Scientific Investigations Use a Variety of Methods 

 Scientific inquiry  is characterized by  a common set of v alues

that include: logical thinking, precision, open-mindedness,

objectiv ity , skepticism, replicability  of results, and honest and

ethical reporting of findings. (HS -LS1-3) 

Disciplinary Core Ideas 

LS1 .A :  Structure and Function 

 Sy stems of specialized cells w ithin organisms help them

perform the essential functions of life. (HS-LS1-1) 

 A ll cells contain genetic information in the form of DNA

molecules. Genes are regions in the DNA  that contain the

instructions that code for the formation of proteins, which carry

out most of the work of cells. (HS -LS1-1) (Note: This 
Disciplinary  C ore Idea is also addressed by  HS -LS3-1.)  

 Multicellular organisms hav e a hierarchical structural

organization, in which any  one sy stem is made up of numerous

parts and is itself a component of the next lev el. (HS-LS1-2) 

 Feedback mechanisms maintain a liv ing sy stem’s internal

conditions w ithin certain limits and mediate behav iors, allow ing

it to remain aliv e and functional ev en as external conditions

change w ithin some range. Feedback mechanisms can

encourage (through positiv e feedback) or discourage (negativ e

feedback) what is going on inside the liv ing sy stem. (HS-LS1-3) 

Crosscutting Concepts 

Systems and System Models 

 Models (e.g., phy sical, mathematical,

computer models) can be used to

simulate sy stems and interactions—

including energy , matter, and

information flows—w ithin and between

sy stems at different scales. (HS-LS1-2) 

Structure and Function  

 Inv estigating or designing new  sy stems

or structures requires a detailed

examination of the properties of

different materials, the structures of

different components, and connections

of components to rev eal its function

and/or solv e a problem. (HS-LS1-1) 

Stability and Change 

 Feedback (negativ e or positiv e) can

stabilize or destabilize a sy stem. (HS -

LS1-3) 

C onnections to other DC Is in this grade-band:  HS.LS3 .A (HS-LS1-1) 

A rticulation across grade-bands:  MS.LS1 .A (HS-LS1-1),(HS-LS1-2),(HS-LS1-3); MS.LS3 .A (HS-LS1-1); MS.LS3 .B (HS-LS1-1) 

C ommon C ore State Standards C onnections:  

ELA /Literacy  –  

RST .11-12.1  C ite specific textual ev idence to support analy sis of science and technical texts, attending to important distinctions the author makes and to any  gaps or 

inconsistencies in the account. (HS -LS1-1) 

WHST .9 -12.2  Write informativ e/explanatory  texts, including the narration of historical ev ents, scientific procedures/ experiments, or technical processes. (HS-LS1-1) 

WHST .9 -12.7 C onduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question (including a self-generated question) or solv e a problem; narrow  or broaden 

the inquiry  when appropriate; sy nthesize multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating understanding of the subject under inv estigation. (HS-LS1-3) 

WHST .11-12.8  Gather relev ant information from multiple authoritativ e print and digital sources, using adv anced searches effectiv ely ; assess the strengths and limitations of 

each source in terms of the specific task, purpose, and audience; integrate information into the text selectiv ely  to maintain the flow  of ideas, av oiding 

plagiarism and ov erreliance on any  one source and follow ing a standard format for citation.  (HS-LS1-3) 

WHST .9 -12.9  Draw  ev idence from informational texts to support analy sis, reflection, and research. (HS -LS1-1) 
SL.11 -12.5  Make strategic use of digital media (e.g., textual, graphical, audio, v isual, and interactiv e elements) in presentations to enhance understanding of findings, 

reasoning, and ev idence and to add interest. (HS-LS1-2) 
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